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Strength
At the time of your birth the rising zodiac on eastern horizon was Aries. Hence your ascendant is Aries. This sign governs your
character and your personality. Element of this zodiac is fire hence; there is an electrifying effect in your personality. You are
impulsive and passionate. Mars, the commander-in-chief of the planetary Kingdom, rules your ascendant. So you naturally possess
strength, courage, initiation abilities and a strong force. You believe in attack and win. You are bold and love to accept challenges.
You are commanding and confident and prove best in organizing talent and execution. Aries is a movable sign rendering you love for
journeys. You love to be independent and hate to be governed. You are straightforward in your speech and cannot distort the facts.
Aries is a male sign so all the masculine features are prominent in your behavior especially aggressiveness.
Weakness
Ram is the symbol of your sign. You are least bothered about the consequences of the ventures you put your hands in, for you there
is no space for back outs. Your ambitions are high and you set high targets for you, what you lack is patience. You cannot wait for
long and hence in speed work you very often omit important facts during the execution of your job. Sometimes you respond with
out preparations resulting into failure of your killers’ instinct. You must learn to cultivate patience for better harmony in your
relations. Your expression power also needs some softness and refinement. You believe on your own endeavors and efforts than
anyone in the world.
You have to be always cautions to find positive outlets for your enthusiasm and exploding energy Meditation is very much needed to develop
patience and to check the straightforward statements you give. You have to inculcate the habit of giving a second thought before you consent for
anything. Although you are strong and bossy yet at the core of your heart you are emotional and your emotional decisions often prove to be
wrong. Don’t let ego come in between your personal relations. Astrologically we advice you to include music, dance, painting or any other form of
art in your daily routine. This can prove to be the best outlet to your energy.

Working Style
Your Ascendant lord is Mars, the commander in chief of planets. Mars is the significator of stamina, courage, valor, controversies
and leadership abilities. Being the lord of first house in your horoscope, Mars also governs the subjects of first house i.e. your
personality, temperament, attitude towards life and physical ability. In your natal chart first lord Mars is situated in the first house,
which is his own house. You are enterprising with a confident and daring personality. Mars in his own sign in your horoscope makes
you bold, enthusiastic, energetic, and adventurous. You have a very positive view towards life. You are self made .You would get
success in the areas near your native place. You have an interest in adventurous sports. You have the guts to take initiatives. Mars
bestows on you a strong will power, courage and self-assurance. You believe in action than thinking and making plans. Your decisive
& forceful attitude sometimes turns to hasty decisions having mistakes with in.
You are blessed with keen sense of judgments, leadership qualities. You have your own ideas to act upon & don’t like
other’s suggestions. You have strong likes and dislikes. You possess wit & wealth. You are a good organizer & manager. You have a
desire for sensual pleasures. You should avoid rash driving. With the impulsive energy of Mars you sometimes burst out with anger

without looking into the consequences. In your passion you go for hard physical labor and suffer fatigue or other physical ailments.
You need to check your temperamental shoot ups. You can have gains from the government.
Mars is posited 1st in your natal chart, which blesses you with tireless energy and courage. You are quite disciplined
personality & acquire success through your own brave and strong efforts. You may be of authoritative attitude. This attitude makes
you unkind towards people occasionally. You may become impatient at times.
You have to accept the fact that everybody is not blessed with the same level of energy and enthusiasm. You have to understand
and honor other’s limitations. Your strong will power can help you do this. When you understand other’s limitations, you curb
down the expectations, which can help you manage stress upto a great extent.

Attitude
Your Moon sign is Leo as at the time of your birth Moon was transiting in zodiac sign Leo. Leo is a fire sign, which is lively and royal.
Moon here in the house of friend is happy. You are fond of adventure and have strong risk taking abilities. Strong determination and
will power is your real wealth. You are highly ambitious and often combine your strong determination and daring approach to get
big success. This determination sometimes turns to an obstinate attitude where you deny to even listen to any body. Stability of
your thoughts and actions establish you as a reliable person. You need to be careful regarding your digestive system as occasional
stomach disorders may trouble you. You possess a good duty sense, which motivates you for consistent efforts. You are a keen
observer and quiet sharp in reactions. You are very decisive and usually come up with right decision at right time. You usually don’t
prefer to go for second opinion and take decision on your own. The aristocracy of your nature also makes you generous. You help
others with a desire to be acknowledged and thanked. You achieve what you want to but after a lot of obstacles and hurdles.
It is very interesting that your ascendant, moon sign and birth star are categorized as the royal ones and of the ruling class. This
has an impact on your behavior and you want to lead and not to be led. Although it is very difficult to change the basic nature as
bestowed by the planets yet efforts can bring good results. Instead of being bossy and giving orders try to get works done by
motivating others.
At the time of your birth Moon was transiting in constellation Magha hence your birth star is Magha. Magha means the mighty one.
The symbol justifies this meaning i.e. a palanquin (Palki) the royal seat. Hence, power, honor, status, royalty are the subjects deeply
associated with you. Your birth star has a combined effect of Sun and Ketu. You are impulsive, ambitious, a born leader and an
arrogant personality. To define you, one word is sufficient i.e. ‘Achiever.’ You are authoritative and usually don’t go against your will.
The only fear in this demand of power is that you can sometimes be very arrogant and merciless. Your approach towards life is very
different. You are concerned more of your social status than materialistic gains. You not only demand authority but also show
complete responsibility. You have the guts to stand against the authority if you find injustice. You don’t hesitate to revolt
irrespective of the consequences. There is swiftness in your actions. You are highly idealistic and have your own code of conduct.
Hence, you are a spiritualistic soul. The royalty of your behaviour is often taken as introvert nature. ‘I’ is very prominent in you. The
deity of your birth star are Pitris, the great fathers or ancestors. You have ancestral inheritance pride. You have a great respect for
your traditions and you follow them religiously.
The negative traits of your personality are associated with the hunger of power you have. The superiority complex of yours
sometimes keeps you socially aloof.

Strong Domain of Personality
You are a born leader who knows only extremes, of both good and bad. Your self-confidence is high and you believe only in your
own endeavors.

All the planets in your horoscope are above average. This is an indication that with small efforts you can be a multifaceted
personality. You have to win over the temperamental fluctuations to let your best come outside. The planetary strength of Mercury
is less as compared to other planets. Mercury governs the sense of humor. Company of someone with a very good sense of humor
can help you explore an absolutely new person inside you. Play truants out of your set time table sometimes and enjoy all that you
hesitate to do.

Analysis of the sixth house of the horoscope
Sixth House in a horoscope represents diseases, enemies’ debts, obstacles and competitive spirit.
th

The zodiac sign in the 6 house of your horoscope is Virgo. This indicates that you are moody and often fall in arguments. Due to
your hasty approach you often initiate your fight lacking proper facts. It is difficult for you to accept defeat and this combines to
increase your stress.
th

In your natal chart 6 lord is posited in second house. Sixth lord represents diseases, enemies’ debts, obstacles and competitive
spirit. Second house is the house of family, speech, vision and financial prosperity. You may come across some vision or speech
problems. You need to be more cautious regarding your opponents as loss of money due to them is expected. You may have to
thrive for the moral support of your family. Things don’t come to you easily and you have to struggle for them. Occasional health
troubles disturb your schedule and planning.
You should accept the fact that planets want you to struggle and prove that you deserve the best. Your struggle story may be long
but it will end up with a success. The planetary position in your horoscope says that you will always have an upper hand on your
opponents but the hidden message is that you will always have opponents and those who may envy you. You just have to keep
patience and wait for your time, which will ensure victory to you.
th

Nodes (Dragon’s head and Dragon’s tail) are the balancing points of a horoscope. In your horoscope the nodes are on the axis of 6
house i.e the house of stress. They bring stress but at the same time prepare you to face the stress and hence polish your personality
slowly. In your horoscope Dragon’s head is in Virgo.
Virgo is the sign ruled by Mercury and is known as sign of details. Presence of Rahu in this sign enhances in you some special
characteristics associated with sign virgo like discipline, quest for perfection, ability of organization. This placement indicates that
there would be some sort of struggle involved in most of your ventures. Suddenness of events may surprise you. Despite of the
struggles, you may get opportunities for growth and prosperity in life. You think a lot and hence quest for peace of mind. In this sign
Rahu is comfortable as in home and hence could bless you materialistic gains. With your wit and presence of mind you can have an
upper hand on your opponents. Give only positive outlets to the sharpness of your brain.
Dragon’s tail is in Pisces in your horoscope. Pisces is a watery sign ruled by Jupiter. Mystery, creating and intuition are closely
associated with this sign. Presence of Ketu in this sign blesses you with the power of intuition and an inclination for unveiling the
truths.

Period wise Analysis
Moon-Rahu-Rahu (12.11.08 to 02.02.09): You are running through the major period of Dragon’s head and sub period of Dragon’s
head. Right now you are in the state of indecisiveness. Either you should take an expert advice on important matters or ask for a cooperation from the elderly people around you. Health may need your attention, you must check your eating habits, avoid spicy food.
On the other hand you have to make some financial arrangements for constructive reasons. It may be construction of house, office
etc. or expenditure will be on vehicle etc. you may come across excessive journeys. If you are working in far off places, chances of
your transfer to the native place are also indicated.
Moon-Rahu-Jupiter (02.02.09 to 16.04.09): During this time you may think to switch over to one professional subject to other but
you should keep in mind that avoiding elders advice may be a cause of harm and unsuccess hence be regular in taking the advice of
elderly people. There are chances of some cheating with you or you may think to avoid such things, which are covered in the above
mention subject. If you are in job you have to be very careful and cautious and have to exhibit all you skills to come out as a winner
over foes. Right now your opponents are too busy to harm you, so keep care of all the things.

Moon-Rahu-Saturn (16.04.09 to 12.07.09): During this time income will rise high and you may get good financial gains. If you have
any business in the name of your spouse time is prove to be beneficial for you. If your spouse is working time is also good. Some new
sources of income are also indicated, during this time you will enjoy the success which will come out as a result of your past deeds.
This is the best time to repay your old debts not in the terms of money but in the terms of relations. In this time all new relations are
the fruits of your good past karmas an elderly people or some a spiritual personality may be the best teacher to make your path
smooth.
Moon-Rahu-Mercury (12.07.09 to 27.09.09): During this time you may think to make some new big investments for which financial
arrangement have to done. You should be careful regarding your health. Some skin ailments may pop up and there may be some
disorder in lever for which diagnosis will take a little time.
Moon-Rahu-Ketu (27.09.09 to 29.10.09): During this time you will exhibit your skills and take some daring professional decisions to
accelerate the speed of your profession, either it may be business or service. Your creative and innovative ideas will be appreciated
but parallel to this. Your opponents will create problems for you and you will exhaust all your energy to subside them, you will come
out as winner over them. In this period you should rely on this fact that all well that ends well.
Moon-Rahu-Venus (29.10.09 to 29.01.10): During this time you should be very careful in personal matters and should not give any
chance to anybody who can disturb your mental peace. This is the time of allegation and counter allegations, be careful and make
personal and professional relations separate.
Moon-Rahu-Sun (29.01.10 to 25.02.10): In this time you should be very careful as some taxing agencies may disturb you. If you are
in job your higher officials will be non co-operative and you have to roam here and there to make your path clear.
Moon-Rahu-Moon (25.02.10 to 12.04.10): Decision-making will be a problem during this time but Saturn will help you. You are
running under the last phase of Saturn’s Saadhe saati, which will prove not very harmful for you. There may be some problem to
your mother’s health; there may be some legal problem also which may be related to immovable property or assets. You should be
careful while riding the vehicle and check the speed and maintenance of the vehicle.
Moon-Rahu-Mars (12.04.10 to 14.05.10): During this time you may get success on one hand but on the other hand health will be a
matter of concern. Previous problems of indecisiveness may continue. You have to chant planet Mars for the smooth running of
your life. If chanting will be a problem you should donate some knives to the persons who are related to such profession which need
a knife.
Moon-Jupiter-Jupiter (14.05.10 to 18.07.10): During this period you will enjoy all the comforts and pleasure of your life. Financial
gains are more prominent, lady luck will smile on you in this time, co-operation from all around will boost your confidence. If you are
in job chances of promotion are indicated, your children’s performance will please you or you may get the higher designation
whichever is the case may be.
Moon-Jupiter-Saturn (18.07.10 to 03.10.10): During this time your working hours will increase and you have to do lot of physical
labor to get the best results. Time is full of success, you should not worry at all, co-operation from government officials will boost
your energy level also. If you have any business related to government offices time will also favor you a lot with financial gains too.
Moon-Jupiter-Mercury (03.10.10 to 11.12.10): During this time you will enjoy the success on one hand but on the other hand your
opponents are ready to pull your legs. You have to be patient and deal the matter cool headedly as you will be the ultimate gainer
from the situations.
Remedy
You should wear a Ruby (5.25 cts) in gold in the ring finger of your right hand on any Sunday within the first hour of sunrise.
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